**Director’s Corner**

I’m typing this day after the October time view period ended – the two week period where Europe’s clocks go back one week before North America. The change of timezones will be good to see on the lack of it because inevitably we have valuable learning time it earned that we managed pretty well this Fall, with only very minor disarray since the Leadership Council joined.

**Read More**

---

**Spotlight on Seadot**

Kantarian member, Seadot, has knowledge of established and emerging trust frameworks. They are a Kantara Accredited Assessor and are able to bring unique insights to developers against a defined set of Service Assessment Criteria. Our Spotlight on Seadot was shared with others across Europe and worldwide.

Read the Spotlight below to learn more about Seadot.

[Read Seadot Spotlight](#)

---

**NGI Trust**

The European Union Horizon 2020 NGI_Trust project, one of which Kantara Europe is a project partner, has released the second open call. This is a great funding opportunity, by industry, researchers, developers, SMEs, for work in the field of privacy and trust enhancing solutions for the human-centric internet.

Deadline to submit proposals: 1 December 2019

Please bear in mind that the NGI_Trust consortium expects that proposals submitted to the open call will seek to develop use cases that can be scaled up or deployed at the European level to support the human-centric internet.

---

**Think Digital Identity for Europe**

FEB 13 London

[Subscribe](#)

**EU Recap**

We had a great turnout of Kantara members and supporters. From left to the right, Martin Sandren and ED Colin Wallis presented in the Trustbuilding track – Colin led the Kantara Trustbuilding activities to curate new Martin’s thought-provoking presentation ‘Ownership of our digital identity?’. Further right, Ian Glazer (ForgeRock) and Lubna Dajani (Gluu) presented in the Trustbuilding track – Colin introducing Kantara’s Trustbuilding Indicative list of possible areas of work across Europe and worldwide.
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**Follow Us**

[Subscribe](#)

---

**Thank you to our organization members**

[Subscribe](#)